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Pervasive drama

Dramatic media (Esslin 1987)



Encoding drama:
challenges of digital humanities

traditional text / performance dialectics

more complex relationship between drama as abstraction
and manifestations in multiple forms



Approaches to story encoding

Linguistic layer

• Story Workbench tool

• DramaBank project

Cultural object

• Contextus Project

• Curate and StorySpace

• Drammar



Linguistic layer: DramaBank (Elson 2012) 



Cultural object: OntoMedia (2010)
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are prevalent on the internet . As such, the semant ic infor-
mat ion contained within these media will be available on a

cross-plat form, mult i-modal, basis.

3. THE ONTOLOGY
At the center of theOntoMedia design areent it ies and events.
These two classes represent the elements present in a media

and, where appropriate, the situat ions in which they are
present . This high level of abst ract ion is capable of encom-
passing a wide variety of media, whether factual or fict ional,

and is not rest ricted to modelling interact ions between peo-
ple. Figure 1 shows an overview of the OntoMedia classes,

with the division between ent it ies and events apparent .

3.1 Event Modelling
An event within a given piece of media consists of one or
many interact ions between part icipat ing ent it ies, and may

be instantaneous (happening at a specific moment ) or con-
t inuous (happening throughout a set period). As shown

in Figure 2 there are three core events, namely Gain and
Loss (e.g. a character learning some informat ion or los-

ing money), and Transformation (e.g a character becom-
ing older). The classes of events are based on those con-

tained in the ‘typical’ story, as discussed by Bal[3] and Chat -
man[6]. While these may seem simplist ic init ially, they may

be extended - so Loss can be extended to Destruction or
Betrayal (t he loss of a bond) and Transformation can con-

tain Travel (locat ional t ransformat ion). The formal defini-
t ion of an event in OntoMedia is “ an interact ion between one

or more ent it ies during which zero or more t raits of those
ent it ies are modified and/ or a new ent ity is creat ed” .

Furthermore, each event may have precondit ions and post -
condit ions which are required for the event to take place or

be judged as complete. For example, the event in which a
character loses money requires that the character has money

init ial ly. This informat ion, though not so useful for infer-
ence, is ideal for the markup process as it is then possible to

ensure that events only occur when it is possible for them
to happen.
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To allow for the modeling of event chains, such as a sit -

uat ion that is likely to arise as a result of another, Onto-
Media provides ordering propert ies. An event may cause,

or be caused by, another event (not necessarily preceding).
Note, however, that these orderings do not impose any t im-

ing informat ion on the event objects, as this ext ra layer is
provided by occurrence representat ions. Occurrences place

events into a temporal context . This allows for the same
event to occur mult iple t imes in the same media, possibly in

several t imelines. An occurrence is a st raight forward class,
with a Terminus Ante Quem (TAQ) providing the locat ion

specifier of the beginning within the medium, and a Ter-
minus Post Quem (TPQ) providing the locat ion specifier of
the ending. Locat ion specifiers provide a means to reference

port ions of media in an extensible and mult imodal manner,
and hence allow for events to occur within media which are

either spat ial (such as photographs or comics) or temporal
(such as audio or video). The occurrence also contains ref-

erences to the Event which is occurring, and the t imeline in
which it occurs.

3.2 Entity Modelling
The ent it ies in a media, which make up the other half of
the core OntoMedia classes, represent the items or concepts

which part icipate within the contained events. As such they
include physical ent it ies, such as characters or props, and
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abst ract ent it ies, such as language or culture (see Figure 3).

The base-level ent ity provides a few key propert ies which
are inherited by both the abst ract and physical subclasses.

These include container informat ion, allowing for one en-
t ity to be contained by another, locat ion informat ion, which

refers to a custom locat ion ontology, and a collect ion of
‘t rait s’. These are fundamental to the OntoMedia represen-

tat ion, as they embody the characterist ics and propert ies of
ent it ies within the media.

OntoMedia defines t rait s which cover the most common at -

t ributes which were found to occur in fict ional media. These
include personal informat ion, such as age and faith, physi-
cal informat ion, such as build and dist inguishing marks, and

state-based at t ributes, such as being and form. As men-
t ioned previously, t raits may only be altered or added as

the by-product of an event , so it is feasible to denote a
character’s physical appearance altering as the result of a

t ransformat ion event .

The final, and possibly most powerful, t rait within the On-
toMedia descript ion is that of ‘mot ivat ion’. This defines the

state that the ent ity is aiming to achieve in order to gain
fulfilment . The t rait contains zero or more event instances

as well as zero or more ent ity instances which represent the
goal state which the subject aims to realize. By analysing

the state of the medium with regards the mot ivat ion of a
character, it is therefore possible to determine whether the

ent ity has fulfilled its goals by the culminat ion of the piece.

3.3 Extensibility
With the aim of modeling the contents of fict ion, regardless

of media format , it was necessary to allow for extensibility
of the framework. For example, OntoMedia incorporates

the locat ion ontology created for the Signage project [17] to
provide a basic spat ial model. This ontology provides the

requisite level of detail which arose from example cases that
were analysed during the course of the design process.

Focusing on the needs raised by those examples we extended

this ontology where it was insufficient for our purposes. The
top division between Enclosed Space and

Unenclosed Space proved suitable with only the addit ion
of a Surface Space class necessary to cover the those cases

where the intended area was two dimensional rather than
three. Further classes were also added under Unenclosed -

Space to match the granularity that existed within the
Enclosed Space t ree. The extended version of this sect ion

of the ontology can be seen in Figure 4.

The examples used to test the integrat ion of the locat ion

ontology were taken from both mult imedia sources and lit -
erature. However, because the requirements and rest rict ions
were deliberately set at the ontomedia:Space level a more

or less detailed spat ial model could be subst ituted if re-
quired. This is illust rated more clearly in the case of the hu-

manoid body parts ontology. The ontology itself subclasses
both ontomedia:Physical Item and ontomedia:Surface -

Space and was envisioned to be used primarily in conjunc-
t ion with the ontomedia:Character Description and

ontomedia:Distinguishing Mark t raits. A work of fict ion
with a medical set t ing might require a much more accurate

model of the human body while other works might require
more detail in certain areas of anatomy.

The locat ion and body parts ontologies were always con-

st ructed separately to the OntoMedia model, whereas the
profession model was originally created as part of the main

ontology. Having tested this arrangement it quickly became
apparent that it was not ideal. While having a generic pro-

fession ontology was useful as a t ime saving measure the
overlap between the professions required by any two works

of fict ion was so small and the range of possible professions
so large that even the basic break-down into profession types
was too cumbersome for the main ontology.

This concept of creat ing reusable models that could be in-

cluded when necessary was one that was explored furthere
with our use of the ontomedia:Context class.

3.4 Contexts
The ontomedia:Context class was created to separate the

many di↵erent versions of the same ent ity that may exist .
This is a part icular issue when considering the contents of

fict ion, especially when those works have been reinterpreted
across media, within the same work or after a period of

t ime. As these di↵erent interpretat ions may be physically
dist inct ive, for example when a charact er is port rayed by

di↵erent actors or given di↵erent personality t raits it be-
comes necessary to recognise that there are occasions when

their di↵erences are as important as their similarit ies.

Examples of this can be seen in almost every movie adapta-

t ion of a book. For example, the recent Lord of the Rings
movie or the t ransformat ion of ‘We Can Remember It For

You Wholesale’ to the movie ‘Total Recall’. In the first case
the charact er of Faramir (as port rayed in the movieby David

Wenham) was both physically and emot ional ly di↵erent to
the character described in the book. In the second, the hero

of the short story ‘Douglas Quail ’ becomes ‘Douglas Quaid’.

Interact ion with the community showed that they frequent ly
dist inguished between these di↵erent representat ions as well

as creat ing their own. As this separat ion was significant to
them it was also important to be able to model that dist inc-

t ion and allow the metadata to reflect it in the annotat ion for
the purposes of reducing ambiguity in search and ret rieval.

The use of dist inct contexts allows us to di↵erent iate both

between di↵erent representat ions of the same fict ional char-
acter and between real people, fict ionalisat ions of real people

“… semantic information in media available on a cross-platform, multi-modal, basis ... “ (Rissen, Lawrence 2010)

Events of the Doctor Who episode Blink (Steven Moffat, 2007)



Curate ontology (Mulholland et al. 2012) 



Intangible elements of drama: 
dramatic qualities

• Elements shared by cross-media manifestations of drama

• Bazin: "interchangeable between one art and another" 

• Szondi: at the basis of a system intended to produce a dramatic
manifestation, “an action played live by characters" 

• Styan: a manifestation of intentions that cause conflicts



Dramatic qualities

• Actions (Greek word drash), 

• … organized into Units,

• … which stem from Characters' internal motivations (Intentions and 
Goals) 

• … causing Conflicts



NeOn scenario for Drammar



Contributions to Drammar
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The wiki of drama



Drammar at a glance
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●Unit

● Timeline

●Agent

●Action ● SituationSchema

●Role

hasRole

hasFiller

isDescribedBy

● Scene

hasMember

● FramenetSchema

● Plan
isIntendedBy

hasMember

lists

lists

spans

hingesOn

Data structure
ontologies

List, Set, Tree

●ConflictSet

Event/process
commonsense

ontology
YAGO/SUMO

Linguistic patternsDOLCE patterns

isMotivationFor

Connection to external resources



(A1) foundational element of drama
(A2) organized on logic of cause and effect
(A3) motivated by a character’s goal
(A4) part of a behavior that has degree of unity
(A5) enactment of a character’s deliberation
(A6) defines the character function in the plot
(A7) scalable notion

Action



(AG1) intends at least one action
(AG2) does at least one action
(AG3) displays emotions
(AG4) interacts with environment
(AG5) interacts with the other agents
(AG6) medium of representation in drama
(AG7) starts action and/or reacts to others’ actions

Agent



(C1) opposition between agents (from differences in goals and/or values
(C2) concern different agents or single agent interior or exterior to an agent
(C3) linked to the nucleus of fundamental psychological traits
(C4) provokes an emotional response in the agent
(C5) contrast between agents and situation
(C6) represented by an obstacle

Conflict



(S1) segmented into parts
1. the plot;
2. practical organization of stage

(S2) parts are organized hierarchically
(S3) fractal recursion of parts

Segmentation



Drammar at a glance



A running example from Hamlet
Act 3 Scene 1 (excerpt)

Laurence Olivier (Two Cities Film production, UK, 1948) HAMLET The fair Ophelia! Nymph, in thy orisons
Be all my sins remember'd.

OPHELIA  Good my lord, 90
How does your honour for this many a day?

…
HAMLET Ha, ha! are you honest?
OPHELIA My lord?
HAMLET Are you fair?
OPHELIA What means your lordship?

…
HAMLET Get thee to a nunnery: why wouldst thou be 

a breeder of sinners? I am myself indifferent honest;   
but yet I could accuse me of such things that it
were better my mother had not borne me: I am very
proud, revengeful, ambitious, with more offences at
my beck than I have thoughts to put them in,
imagination to give them shape, or time to act them
in. What should such fellows as I do crawling  
between earth and heaven? We are arrant knaves,
all; believe none of us. Go thy ways to a nunnery.

Where's your father? 130
OPHELIA At home, my lord.
HAMLET Let the doors be shut upon him, that he may play the fool no 
where but in's own house. Farewell.

…

Nunnery scene 



● Plan

♦ Hamlet intends to balance Ophelia’s 
honesty through a rhetoric question

● Belief

♦ Hamlet knows 
Polonius is in room

● Belief

♦ Hamlet knows Ophelia 
knows Polonius is in room

● ValueEngaged

♦ Honesty  balanced

● Action

♦ Hamlet asks Ophelia 
about Polonius location

● Goal

♦ Hamlet wants 
to balance 

Ophelia honesty

hasPrecondition hasEffect

achieves

● Plan

♦ Ophelia intends to 
save Polonius’ authority 

through lying

● Agent

♦Hamlet

● Agent

♦Ophelia
intends intends

● Goal

♦ Ophelia wants to 
save Polonius 

authority

achieves

● Action

♦ Ophelia lies about 
Polonius location

hasMember

contains
Action

conflict

● Belief

♦ Hamlet knows honesty 
is at stake

● Plan

♦ Hamlet intends to 
ask Ophelia about 
Polonius’ location

contains
Action

hasMentalState

hasSubplan● ValueEngaged

♦ Honesty at stake

● Timeline

♦ Hamlet Nunnery Scene Timeline

● Unit

♦ Unit 02

Ophelia tries to return 
gifts to Hamlet

● Unit

♦ Unit 03

Hamlet states 
Elsinor corruption

● Unit

♦ Unit 04

Hamlet states not 
loving Ophelia

● Unit

♦ Unit 05

Hamlet suggests Ophelia 
goes to a nunnery

● Unit

♦ Unit 06

Hamlet tests Ophelia for 
honesty and she lies

● Unit

♦ Unit 07

Hamlet angrily 
leaves the room

● Unit

♦ Unit 01

Ophelia greets 
Hamlet

containsUnit

● Scene

♦ Ophelia tries to uncover Hamlet’s love madness, but Hamlet, who initially tries 
to save Ophelia by sending her to a nunnery, realizes she is not honest

spans



● Agent

♦ Ophelia

● Object

♦ Gift

● Agent

♦Hamlet

● ExternalRefSchema

♦ ExtRef_Returning_Give

● SituationSchema

♦ PS_Returning_give_back_01

♦R_Donor_PS_Returing
_give_back_01

● Role

♦ Theme

● Role

♦ R_Recipient_PS_Returing
_give_back_01

hasFiller

hasRole

hasFiller

hasRole hasRole

● Action

♦ P_Returning_gift

isDescribedBy

hasFiller

quale_framenetFrame

● ExternalRefRole

♦ExtRef_FRole
_Recipient_Give

● ExternalRefRole

♦R_Theme_PS_Returing
_give_back_01

● ExternalRefRole

♦ExtRef_FRole
_Donor_Give

hasExtlRef

hasExtRef

hasExtRef

FrameNet
frame: giving

WordNet
{012543107}

hasExtRef

FrameNet
role: donor

FrameNet
role: recipient

● ExternalRefEntity

♦ ExtRef_girlfriend

● ExternalRefEntity

♦ ExtRef_prince

YagoSumo
class:Person

● ExternalRefEntity

♦ ExtRef_Gift

quale
Framenet

RoleID

quale
Framenet

RoleID

quale_FramenetRoleID

quale_MWNSense

quale_ontologicalConcept

● Role

hasExtRef hasExtRef

FrameNet
role:  theme

hasExtRef

YagoSumo
class:Gift

quale_
ontological

Concept

originalTerm

“principe”

External
resources



Impact



Calculation of emotions

Semantic Web Journal, 2015



Ortony Cloare & Collins model (1988)



Calculating emotions (OCC model)

● Agent

♦Hamlet ● Agent

♦Ophelia

hasPlanEffect

hasValueEngaged
intends

● Emotion

♦ Distress

● Emotion

♦ Reproach 

● Emotion

♦ Anger 

feels

isMotivationFor
● Scene

♦ Hamlet and Ophelia are in 
conflict about sharing the fact 

that Polonius is in the room

● Goal
♦ Hamlet intends to prove 

Ophelia’s honesty through a 
rhetoric question

● ValueEngaged

♦ Honesty at stake

● Plan
♦ Ophelia intends to save 

Polonius’ authority 
through lying

inConflictWith

isMotivationFor

● Plan

?p

● Agent

?sa

● Scene

?s

● Agent

?oa
different

From

intends

hasPlanEffect

● ValueEngaged

?v at stake

feels

isMotivationFor

hasValueEngaged

● Reproach

?e

SWRL for Reproach



Experiment:
Emotion type detection

Goal: assess suitability of 
model for calculating
characters’ emotions

Method: comparing human
annotations with model 
annotation

Protocol: 
• Given segmentation and 

interpretaton of incidents
and intentions

• Annotation of emotions



Encoding rehearsals in Drammar

International Conference on Interactive Digital Storytelling, ICIDS 2016



Stanislavsky’s rehearsal model

http://worthingpateam.blogspot.com/2014/09/basic-guide-to-stanislavskis-rehearsal.html



Stanislavsky’s rehearsal model

Action

Goal

Conflict

1. “intellectual exploration”; 2. action analysis; 3. enactment on stage

Plan
State

Unit Unit Unit

Timeline

“Subtext [...] is human spirit of the role, constantly flows under the words of a 
text, that legitimize them and ceaselessly livens them up. [...] subtext forces us
to utter characters’ words”

PlanState

precondition

hierarchical structure to action
and goals, “transversal action”, 
and “line role”, “supergoal” 
related to values and will

Hierarchy of plans

Values
Support

actions = result of interaction between …
characters’ goals and … circumstances they live
in, that “directly affect behaviour of characters”
and let them develop specific plans (“tasks”)

“actors … delineate what hero
does, what he aspires to, who he
opposes, who he allies with, and
how does he relate to others”

Agent



Visualization of dramatic qualities

International Conference on Interactive Digital Storytelling, ICIDS 2014, Honorable mention for best paper award



Drammar: visualization

Visualization
programming

Interactive app
Instantiatied model



Example: Nunnery scene from Hamlet



Intention chart of “The cherry orchard”



Visualization of music drama: Nozze di Figaro



Drama annotation for ICH 
preservation

ACM Journal on Computation and Cultural Heritage 2016
ACM Symposium on Document Engineering 2017, nomination for best paper award
International Conference on Digital Heritage 2018



Drama as Intangible Cultural Heritage

E.g., oral Cinderella as Perrault’s and Disney’s versions

1. not residing within specific location and performed in different 
locations and artists

2. mobile and ephemeral

3. limited in duration and evolving

4. transmitted from generation to generation

5. spread over large areas or dispersed 

6. not safeguarded through documentation



FRBR on drama

Hamlet

Stockholm 2008

English Swedish FrenchGerman

Shakespeare

Library of Congress
Copy 1

Green leather binding

Romeo and Juliet

www.rda-jsc.org/docs/Georgia-FRBR-review-12august2011.ppt
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WORK Hamlet

EXPRESSION 
Hamlet
DIO

EXPRESSION 
Hamlet Shakespeare
Play in Jambic English 

EXPRESSION 
Hamlet Branagh
Film 

EXPRESSION 
Hamlet Olivier
Film 

WORK 
Hamlet Shakespeare

WORK 
Hamlet Branagh

WORK 
Hamlet Olivier

EXPRESSION 
Hamlet Shakespeare
DIO

EXPRESSION 
Hamlet Branagh
DIO

EXPRESSION 
Hamlet Olivier
DIO

MANIFESTATION 
Hamlet
DIO
Publisher: UniTo
Medium: Web 

ITEM 
Hamlet
DIO
Publisher: UniTo
Medium: Web 
Proprietor: VL

DIO = Drammar inst.d ontology

Made of 
Drama elements

Made of 
Drama elements

Made of 
Drama elements

TESTING

= domain analysis

= ideal expression of ICH

= actual expression of ICH

= abstraction process

approximates

= abstraction process to ICH

Expressions of drama



Pop-ODE initiative: 
Populating Ontology Drammar Encodings

Web-based 
interface

DB 
.sql

DB2OWL
mapper

DIO
Drammar 

Instantiated 
Ontology

.owl

OWL2CHART
extractor

DrammarChart
.xml

Interactive 
chart 

Protégé
Drammar 

.owl

annotator

Drammar
scholar

drama
analyst



Web-based annotation interface



Drammar heritage prototype corpus



Comparison of intention charts for 
“The cherry orchard”



Drammar employed in an industrial project



Conclusions

• Drammar ontology as a comprehensive account of dramatic qualities

• Primary elements of the drama as intangible work delivered as a 
tangible expression (instantiated ontology)

• Validating applications



Future

• Improving Pop-ODE tools for crowdsourcing annotated corpus for 
digital humanities

• Application to drama production

• User evaluation and design refinement

• Get people use the resource! 



Thanks!

http://purl.org/drammar

The Drammar ontology

Canonical citation: 
Vincenzo Lombardo, Rossana Damiano, Antonio Pizzo. Drammar: a comprehensive ontology of drama (2018). 
http://purl.org/drammar ".
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